
TEXTING IN ENGLISH

1. You are going to watch a video about texting in English, but before try 
to guess the meaning of the following abbreviations. 

LOL:           U:

BRB:           R:

PLZ:           8:

CUL8R:           2:

¿4U:           4:

OMG:

THX:

WTF:

ASAP:

IOU:

2. Watch the video and try to solve the meaning of the abbreviations you 
couldn’t guess.

Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhWUcRaMJwI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhWUcRaMJwI


3. After watching the video, try to rewrite the following sentences using 
the abbreviations you have seen and keeping the meaning.

Great!:

Love you too:

What the fuck are you talking about?:

How are you?:

See you next week!:

This is super funny!:

4. There are other expressions that are common in English text messages,
try to match the abbreviations with the meanings:

1. AKA

2. FAQ

3. BTW

4. LMFAO

5. 2MOR

6. 2NTE

7. XOXO

a. Frequently Asked Question

b. By the way

c. Tomorrow

d. Kisses and Hugs

e. Also known as

f. Laughing my freaking ass off

g. Tonight



5. Read the following Whatsapp conversation and answer the questions.

Eric

Hey! How r u, guys?

Jane

Fine! And u?

Alex

Hey! Me 2! I’m f ine!

Eric

I have a ¿4U. Wanna 
go 2 the cinema 
2MOR?

Jane

Gr8! When? And 
What f ilm?

Eric

What about the new 
Star Wars? Heard it’s 
very good.

Alex

Sorry, guys. Got to 
work 2MOR. Can u 
meet 2NTE?

Eric

Sure! No problem!

Jane

Of course! 2NTE is 
OK!

Eric

CU at 7 at the 
cinema.

Alex

Cool! CUL8R!

Jane

CU 2NTE! XOXO!



a. What's the purpose of the conversation?

b. What abbreviations have the participants in the conversation used?

6. Your group of friends and you want to prepare a weekend trip to an
European capital city. You need to write a Whatsapp conversation
discussing the details of the trip and making future plans and
arrangements (dates, prices, destination, activities…). You will have to
use as many abbreviations as possible in your chat.


